
FAN EXPERIENCE

Fully interactive stadium tours are now possible, allowing fans 
to play dierent challenges within their own team’s stadium. Fans 
can immerse themselves within the virtual stadium, reliving and 
performing memorable game scenarios. Challenges such as 
free kicks, penalties, throw in’s, corners and many more
game modes can be performed. Fans will become fully engaged, 
allowing greatly perceived nancial value for their stadium tour, 
with over 500 stadium venues playable. 
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STADIUM MUSEUM

By allowing fans to play inside the exact replica of the current 
stadium, the museum becomes fully interactive and fun. If the 
club is developing a future stadium, allow the fans, the sponsors 
and the press to play the stadium now and generate huge 
publicity. The museum can relive historic moments, by allowing 
the previous iconic stadium to be reborn and playable, inspiring 



STADIUM MUSEUM

Installing within the Club Store ensures the store becomes a major 
draw 365 days a year, not just during the 30+ home xtures, per 
season. Club Staff can easily organise in-store competitions for,
men, ladies, seniors and juniors, with dierent diculty levels applying. 
The Club Store soon becomes busy throughout the year, generating
much larger footfall and turnover.

3D fully reactive crowds that boo, cheer and react depending on 
success, creating a wonderful experience for the player. Fan team 
chants are played whilst competing on the simulator, bringing
the stadium to life and further enhancing the Fan Experience. 
Match Play enables home and away team events to be played, 
featuring both stadiums, ybys and 10 dierent game challenges,
ideal for training and corporate events. 

CLUB STORE



Sports Simulator, Enterprise House, Curtis Road, 
Dorking, London, RH4 1EJ, England 

Call:+44 (0) 1306 741888 

Email: sales@sportssimulator.com

Web: www.sportssimulator.com

SEE ALL THE LATEST LITERATURE

The Sports Simulator is a fantastic way to 
enhance stadium tours, training sessions, 
competitions or to enjoy several popular sports 
indoors. Easily convert any shopping centre, 
leisure facility, sports bar, hotel into an interactive 
sporting experience that is very popular all year 
round. Our multi-sports simulator is already the 
most comprehensive multi-sports simulator in the 
world, with 60+ Sports, 1,500+ Game Challenges 
and over 3,500+ Sporting Venues with 
Free of Charge Software Updates.
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